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Indigenous values and climate change science:
Designing for threatened culturally significant places





Impacts from natural hazards
Inundation and rising water table

Coastal erosion

Increased salinity



Science is learning how fast sea level can rise

Governments have made a commitment to keep global warming to less than 2oC and the best estimates so far are that this 

would keep future sea level rise in the range 0.3 – 1 metre. 

When Earth became about 3oC warmer about two million years ago the sea level was about 20 meters higher.  

The most recent science suggests that can happen at rates of  more than 2 metres per century.



Problem statement

Climate change science has much uncertainty about it.

Adaptation to climate change is seen as requiring an engineering solution.

Engineering infrastructure is not feasible in low density areas

Indigenous cultures are inherently resilient, but unempowered in climate change science.



Question

How might western scientific knowledge and indigenous cultural knowledge influences adaptation to climate change? 



Western science and Indigenous knowledge

Two ways of knowing, but one is extremely concrete and the other is extremely abstract. (Levi Strauss, 1962)



Indigenous ecological knowledge

Many adaptive practices of  Pacific Islanders that have been identified as part of  indigenous ecological knowledge. 

They include the adaptive practices associated with land-based management of  resource abundance; resource 

rotation; ecosystem structure and function; landscape patchiness (biodiverse heterogeneity); watershed-basins; 

ecological processes at multiple scales; pulses and surprises; and sources of  ecosystem renewal. 

Some of  the cultural mechanisms that are linked to these practices include the interpretation of  indicators for 

action; revival of  local knowledge; and intergenerational transmission and geographical diffusion of  knowledge. 

These practices all encompass a world-view that embodies environmental ethics, values of  respect, sharing, 

reciprocity and humility, in a way that will builds resilience.

( Berkes Colding Folke 2000)



Method

Engagement with local communities in NZ and Fiji to provide local leadership

Design research to synthesise issues

Exhibitions to gain impact



The Deep South: Te Kō mata o Te Tonga 
Adaptation Strategies to Address Climate Change Impacts on Coastal Māori Communities



Huhana Smith 
Principal Investigator
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Case study site in Horowhenua, on culturally significant farmland



Impacts from human activities





Mātauranga Māori is a contemporary Māori term for an indigenous world-view that has changed over 

generations. It revolves around the role of human interdependencies and inter-relationships to each other. 

It is central to a Ma ̄ori environmental worldview, founded on a spiritual dimension and dynamics of land, 

waterways and being, operating in a way that transcends analytical science. (Bryant, Allan, Smith, 2017)
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Whakapapa 



Hīkoi is about observing knowledge, sensing it and feeling it especially through a journey across lands and 

along waterways . (Bryant, Allan, Smith, 2017)

Hīkoi



Kōrero Tuku Iho

Kōrero tuku iho are ways of  telling narratives of  the past, the present and the future orally within a 

Mātauranga Māori way of  knowing. (Bryant, Allan, Smith, 2017)



Cycles: mātauranga māori and western science





maramataka

The moon calendar represents traditional ecological knowledge, is an expression of  whakapapa, the relationship between 

people and culture and the environment. It codifies traditional knowledge gained through direct experience of  the cycles of  

the moon and the rise and fall of  the tides and connects this in a contingent relationship to specific actions, such as fishing,

hunting and harvesting. This kind of  relational thinking is a feature of  both ecological science and the Māori worldview. 



Whanaungatanga ki te whenua -Bringing whanau back to the whenua

Puawaitanga o te whenua - Ensuring farms are economically viable

Whakahokia nga Kai o te awa - traditional resource management 

Kaitiakitanga mo apopo - Protecting the farm for future generations

Tiakitanga o nga wahi tapu -Acknowledge and protect cultural/ancestral sites and burial areas

The vision*

*Based on a visioning hui in April with members of  the Katihiku Ahu Whenua Trust and Te Hatete Trust and Incorporation of  Ransfield’s. 



strategies
Protect: plant dunes, build new dunes and berms to ‘buy time, plant 
wet forest and sea grass to trap and build sediment)

Protect: the wetlands

Give the river and the sea room to move (direct the flow)

Restore: wetlands for food and buffering

Store: fresh water for water security

Make productive land even more productive

Diversify: find new ways of  farming (food, wetlands, manuka, 
aquaculture, salty sheep and cows)

Retreat: Move to high ground: infrastructure first then papakainga



design



But communicating a vision — the ‘what’ — was not enough. 

We also needed to communicate the ‘when’ and the ‘why’. 



accommodating certainty and uncertainty

ecosystem thresholds in Hawai’i (Kane, H.H., Fletcher, C.H., Frazer, L.N. et al. 2015 )



If…then…



Kuku



Whakapapa 



Hīkoi



Kōrero Tuku Iho



Dowse



https://www.researchgate.net/figure/Places-named-in-
text-are-shown-with-historic-names-on-a-map-of-the-
Western-Pacific-with_fig2_226004283



Indigenous knowledge: vanua

Elements of  spirits, places, and humans (Aubrey Parke)

The Fijian Vanua Research Framework is an indigenous theoretical approach embedded in indigenous Fijian world 

views, knowledge systems, lived experience, representations, cultures and values…

The philosophy behind Vanua Framing is one of  the interconnectedness of  people to their land, environment, 

cultures, relationships, spirit world, beliefs, knowledge systems, values and God(s). (Nabobo-Baba, 2012; Smith, 

2004).



Levuka



Diversifying



Protection and recreation







LARGER IMPLICATIONS



Research needs to occur with local leaders.

Indigenous world views provide mechanisms to look at problems and design in appropriate ways that reinforce 

indigenous cultures and their adaptability.

Design’s role is to anticipate and encourage adaptive change and ensure that critical decisions are always open-

ended. Openness allows design to be speculative and agile rather than prescriptive

Design can embed ecological values of thresholds and contingencies as part of its process. Contingencies show the 

potential to be opportunistic at a local level. Knowing what constitutes a threshold, how thresholds ‘look and feel’ 

and what one might do about them can empower communities to adapt. Both transfer climate change agency from 

governments to individuals and from the global to the local.

Designers can assist by identifying and communicating the nature of thresholds, their implications, and the 

contingent relationship between thresholds and a suite of possible adaptive responses. 



Questions ?


